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The personnel file information resources are global, national and regional 
information important constituent. In today's increasingly high degree of public 
information under the situation of the cultural properties, archives and the social 
nature of gradually strengthens, use scope will gradually expanded. In a market 
economy of the environment, more and more people come to realize with computer 
technology in name, communication is convenient of management. One of the most 
outstanding is in the administrative institution of information management personnel 
files. Personnel archives information management system is a in order to adapt to 
current various industries to the demands of the management personnel information 
designed and developed software system.  
Quality and technology supervision of xinjiang uygur autonomous region in 
2008 in 3 years began to prepare for the national level standard according to the 
system in within the scope of personnel files, and puts forward the acceptance 
standards work carders' archives digitization plan task, autonomous regions pledges 
inspect bureau according to the working plan, eletricity using existing autonomous 
regions qualitative inspect system OA platform, the rc organs, the units directly under, 
local, within pimp innings pilot research and development application work.  
This dissertaion article elaborates the personnel file management business related 
concepts and meaning, and the management of carders' archives system should 
achieve technical requirements. On this basis, the paper presents the application 
technology system solutions, designed based on personnel files of OA lans 
management system management system, finally realized system each function, and 
conducted a test run.
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